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Drag Reduction â€” Once More, With Feeling

blunt windshield area which added drag. The aerodynamicists have tried .... and placed the antennas inside a fiber-glass wing tip or fuselage. Your cruise thrust ... 
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By Jack H. Simmons (EAA 2449) Manager, Technical Analysis Swearingen Aviation Corporation P. O. Box 32486 San Antonio, TX 78284



1 HEY'RE DOING IT! A few brave ones are heeding drag reduction concepts. Hooray! Until recently, no one in the light plane world has really done much about drag reduction. My own short 34 years in general aviation have seen the designers simply add power, and lots of it, to go faster (except in a few recent developments). In the 1940's, power was available in quantity through the use of large radial engine packages. Then, along in the early 50's, medium power flat engines became available with a sizeable decrease in front area. This set the stage for a grand reduction in drag for the small aircraft not before possible. Frontal area, of course, gave rise to after-body volume, wetted area, and other boot-strap degradations. Electronics technology was a factor in creating unnecessary drag. The nav-com equipment package volumes sufficient for reliable air transportation, until the mid 60's, prevented substantial fuselage volume reduction. Most of the inexpensive gear was panel mounted,



thus setting the width and height of the single engine aircraft cockpit. Also, as a result, the crew was forced to sit bolt upright to see over the equipment, making for a blunt windshield area which added drag.



The aerodynamicists have tried to tell us that drag costs both fuel dollars and time. Now with the fuel crunch, there is little excuse for not going faster for the same fuel or at the same speed for less fuel. Make it



small, keep it neat, to reduce drag. After all, buckling in for a trip is not the same as sitting at home. If one must be accompanied by his living room, he should have



stayed there! If it takes a lazy boy contour seat to get the profile down, get one! Drag reduction is a must, and can be attained through attention to detail. This article presents a 58 DECEMBER 1978
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quick-look approach, and perhaps a better understanding of the drag reduction-horsepower trade-off. The idea here is to gather together some age-old concepts and present them in a more useful manner. First, we all know that fluid (air, in this case) flowing around an object exerts a force on it. We can determine, within reason, that certain drag reductions are attainable, and from that, what the increase in speed will be or how much the horsepower could be reduced to maintain the same airspeed. Aircraft drag is dependent on the square of the fluid velocity and is proportional to the drag coefficient. The drag coefficient is a number determined by size and shape of an object, and slightly, by speed. At cruise speed, the airplane drag coefficient is about 95% profile (due to the shape) drag and the rest is due to the "lift". The latter portion is small, as it is equal to a constant squared, divided by velocity to the fourth power. At higher speeds, therefore, it becomes very small. We will deal here with the profile drag, ignoring the induced drag. To appreciate the velocity effect, compare the drag of a threefoot antenna on a car traveling at 55 mph to the same antenna on an airplane moving at 150 mph. It turns out that this antenna has an equivalent



fiat plate area* of .075 square feet, excluding interference at the base. *Flat plate area is a constant and is a term used as a reference. It is equal to the drag divided by q, the dynamic pressure. Pretty small until we consider the velocity squared portion. In the case of the automobile, the drag at 55 mph is roughly half a pound. At 150 mph, however, it works out to just under four pounds! So what does this mean in horsepower (or energy consumption)? Or, how much will it slow us down?



In Figure I, we have plotted drag against horsepower for several airspeeds. Cross plotted, also, are the drag vs. horsepower for some typical protuberances at sea level, commonly found on aircraft; canopies, antennas, landing gear, etc. To use the chart, simply pick the item of interest at
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